
Why Carpets are Important for a Home or Office?  

 

The origin of carpets dates back roughly to the 4th or 5th century BC and has been a traditional item in 

many countries. Indians have been using carpets since the eleventh century with the invasion of Muslim 

dynasties. Initially, the carpets were made based on Persian designs and styles but eventually, the carpet 

art blended with the Indian format. Carpets were traditionally made from wool, however, modern times 

deemed for newer discoveries in textiles, and now polyester, nylon, and olefin are also used in the 

making of a perfect carpet for your home. Few homes prefer medium to large carpets to contrast with 

their hard floor and few homes simply like to warp the whole of their flooring in a carpet for insulation 

purposes. 

But is carpeting important for your office or home? Yes, they are because of the various benefits that 

they have like providing comfort for your feet, saving energy, soundproofing the floorings, and adding 

color and brilliance to your room. Even carpet cleaning is much easier than scrubbing the floors. You can 

also get various carpet cleaning services in Bhubaneswar like TechSquadTeam to do the job for you if 

you are not able to do it yourself. Let’s discuss a few reasons why carpets are helpful to have around 

you.  

 

 

https://techsquadteam.com/carpet-cleaning-in-bhubaneswar


 

1. Sound Proofing your House – Living in a city where you already have too much of noise 

pollution as it is, all you need is some quality moments at home and that does not seem to be 

possible with kids running around or family members moving from one place to another working 

at home. The simple solution can be carpeting your floors. Carpets are known to eliminate 

impact noises by sound absorption. The noise can be reduced by 30dB which can matter a lot if 

you are living in an apartment or house having first/second floors.  

2. Saving Energy and Money – As carpets are good absorbents, you have to use your air 

conditioner or room warmer a lot less throughout the year, thanks to carpets. Using less of 

electronic devices like warmers and air conditioning can also help reduce your electric costs. 

During summer, the carpets absorb the cool air and keep your feet cool, and vice-versa in 

winter. This can result in 4 to 6% of energy savings.  

3. Safety of your Family members – The flooring of your house is plain and slippery. If you have 

kids and elders at home, carpeting or putting up a few rugs can be a good idea because, in case 

of accidents, no real damage can be done physically. Plus, for elders, we always see joint pains 

due to cold. Carpeting can be a support to joint pains as well. 

4. The health of your Family – Carpets are excellent dust-trapping items and all the germs that 

come with the dust get trapped in the carpets rather than flying around the house with naked 

floors. It’s even easy to clean the carpets by vacuuming or taking them out for dusting. Regular 

cleaning and vacuuming with adequate dry and ventilated rooms can only mean entrapped 

allergens and safe and fresh air quality.  



Carpets being so useful, it’s recommended to install carpets in your house and clean them as much as 

possible and if you are having any trouble with keeping them clean, hire TechSquadTeam, experts in 

carpet cleaning services for the best quality services at affordable pricing. Just call 7795001555 or visit 

our website at www.techsquadteam.com to book an appointment with us.                          

https://techsquadteam.com/

